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1. Introduction & Motivation

The evolution of CAD systems [HNST90] can be described in several stages which reflect an increasing 
effort for system integration. It starts from a file-and-translator approach evolving to a data-integrated tool 
environment, and finally reaching the stage of a data-integrated design environment for CAD (sometimes 
also called CAD Framework). In the following we will detail some aspects of these stages.

The first step toward CAD Frameworks is characterized by a set of design tools which either communicate 
through data/file translation or use a common Intermediate format [EDIF, STEP] to simplify data exchange. Each tool has to handle everything on its own, i.e. data management and data access, version control, communication, and all cases of failure handling. For the CAD system user, i.e. the designer, there is no system support w.r.t. design management, design methodology, etc.; he has to keep all these design-specific issues and strategies in his mind.

While the CAD tools themselves are essential to the design process, the management of design data and 
its presentation to the tools in a useful and efficient form has become a major issue. With the success of 
database management systems (DBMS) in commercial and business environments one tried to employ 
these systems also for design data management. Quite soon, however, it became clear that data definition 
and data manipulation capabilities of conventional DBMSs are not powerful enough to satisfy the require­ 
ments set by engineering design data [Si80, Ha89]. This deficiency triggered considerable research leading 
to the development of advanced DBMSs [CACM91], which cover the modeling and management issues ei­
ther by extensions to the relational model or by some kind of object orientation.

Employing a DBMS leads to a data-integrated tool environment, where the responsibility for data or even version management is taken away from the tools and shifted to the Integrated data repository. Usually the design/version data is extracted from the database (Checkout operation) and loaded into main memory close to the tool application. After the tool completes its work on this data set, the changes are propa­
gated back to the database (Checkin operation). Thus, tool data management is considerably simplified, 
while the designer's task stays unchanged: still, it is on him to keep track of all design-specific issues and 
to control the progress of design.

It is the next generation of CAD environments, the so-called data-integrated design environments, which 
concentrate on simplifying also the work of the designer, i.e. providing services that offer support for de­
sign management, design methodology, etc. Hence, work can be shifted from the designer to the system.

For example, it is now possible to specify a 'recipe' that models a certain design methodology. In order to 
do this, adequate structuring primitives and communication primitives that help in organizing communica­
tion, cooperation, and managing the design process have to be developed and provided by the design environment. Of course, there are other important services, e.g. tool integration and user modeling that can simplify the CAD system administrators’s task.

The major issue of our work is the conceptualization of the different kinds of activities having to be carried out during the overall design process w.r.t. their different requirements. We have to distinguish between at least two kinds of activities reflecting specific levels of design decisions. At a higher level the administrative part of design work has to be supported, focusing on the description and placing of design orders and the synthesis of partial results. A lower level has to support the organization and execution of complex objects processing, i.e. tool executions. In the course of this paper we will concretize adequate concepts for modeling those activities by examining their properties such as their notion of consistency, their interactions, their internal structures as well as the failure handling mechanisms including conflict resolution.

Sections 2 and 3 introduce structuring primitives and communication primitives that abstract from concrete design tools, thus providing generic facilities. We will analyze their properties and usages as a basis for modeling and managing the design process. In Section 4 some aspects of transaction processing and failure handling in our data-integrated design environment will be sketched. The last section will give a conclusion and an outlook to further work.

2. Structuring Primitives

Obviously, the primitives to be supported by a data-integrated design environment are derived from the comprehension of the design process being characterized by goal orientation, hierarchical refinement, step-wise improvement as well as team orientation and cooperation. The concepts discussed in this section reflect the first three of these characteristics while the last two are the Intension for providing communication primitives which will be discussed in the next section.

Design Activities

The overall goal of the design process is to come up with a design object (DO) meeting all requirements specified. In general, DOs are composed of several subordinate design objects, thus spanning a DO hierarchy, which provides a natural basis for further structuring of the design process. According to the decomposition of the DOs, the design process is partitioned into a hierarchy of design activities (DA). The task of a DA is the derivation of a DO obeying the design specification given by a set of required features [K91].

Fig. 1 depicts a simplified DA hierarchy with the responsibilities (shown as arrows) of the included DAs for parts of the related DO hierarchy. The operation Init Design allows for the initiation of a design process by the creation of the top-level DA (DA1 in our example). It requires a schematic description of the according DO (here DO1) and the design specification describing the goal of the overall design process initiated. In the simplest case a feature in the design specification can force the value of an elementary object's property to belong to a certain range of the underlying domain. A more complicated feature can express the need that the object under design has to pass a test tool successfully. In addition to DO description and design specification a designer (or a group of designers) has to be assigned to the DA, who has to control respectively to carry out the work. Due to simplicity of our explanations in this paper we will consider the DAs as the active units of the design process abstracting from designers work. During its efforts to reach the design goal a DA may delegate parts of its own design order. This has to be done by creating a sub-DA. The operation Create_Sub_DA requires a schematic description of the DO and a design specification as input parameters, too. The sub-DAs' specification constitutes a subgoal of the super-DA's design goal and the DO of the sub-DA has to be a part of the super-DA's DO. The execution of the Create_Sub_DA operation implicitly establishes an occurrence of the relationship type which we call delegation. The delegation is an
multi-level relationship type spanning the DA hierarchy. In our example (Fig. 1) DA1 has created the sub-DAs DA2 and DA3 with the order to design the parts DO2 and DO3 of the aggregate DO1. In the same way, DA2 has delegated parts of its work. We see, that the super-DAs in our example splitted their design order completely and delegated the sub orders to their sub-DAs. Their own work remains the control of the design work in the subordinate part of the DA hierarchy and the integration of the results delivered by the sub-DAs. The facilities for controlling their sub-DAs’ work will be explained in section 3.

Fig. 1: Sample Structuring of the Design Process

**Design Operations**

Mostly, design tools are used to accomplish the design task attached to a DA. In order to abstract from a specific design tool, we call the action performed *design operation* (DOP). DOPs are used to achieve step-wise improvement of (preliminary) results, which are represented as *design object versions* (DOV). A DOP reads several DOVs and writes a newly created one. In this way a derivation graph arises organizing the DOVs created within the scope of the DA [KS92]. For example, DA4 in Fig. 1 manages a derivation graph organizing the versions of DO4. Based on the number of fulfilled features (w.r.t. the design specification of the DA) a DOV can be assigned a certain level of design ‘quality’. We distinguish them as non-qualified, partly-qualified and fully-qualified DOVs. The quality state can be determined by the *Evaluate* operation. This operation also allows for the recognition of the final stage of the DA which is reached with the derivation of at least one fully-qualified DOV. DOVs are managed by our integrated data repository using checkin/checkout operations. The DOVs organized in the derivation graph of a super-DA are a synthesis of DOVs delivered by sub-DAs and the results of not delegated parts of the design work of the super-DA. Note, that further work on a DOV constituting a synthesis of fully-qualified sub-DA DOVs may be necessary, because in most cases the assembly of the fully-qualified DOVs of the sub-DAs does not automatically constitute a fully qualified DOV of the super-DA.

Fig. 2 depicts a sample series of DOP executions within a DA. This DA execution plan may include sequential as well as parallel tracks as shown by the arrangement of DOP executions in the picture. The plan is determined either a priori by appropriate definition facilities or in an ad-hoc manner by a designer, who interacts with the DA. Fig. 2 shows a parallel execution of DOP1 and DOP2, followed by DOP3 execution, and finished by the determination (*Evaluate* operation) of the quality state of the DOV derived by DOP3.
The mentioned concepts of DAs, delegation relationships and DOPs allow for structuring the design process. How to exploit the inherent Integrity constraints of special relationship types between DAs to enforce a controlled communication and cooperation is the topic of the following section.

3. Communication Primitives

From an abstract point of view, design proceeds in a cooperative manner reflecting the conviction that a particular goal can be achieved better and in shorter time when the DAs of a DA hierarchy work together (may be in parallel). Communication between DAs might be even necessary, because the initial specifications given to DAs are in most cases neither fixed nor complete enough such that their results (i.e. the DOVs created) automatically fit together constituting a solution for the higher goal given by the design specification of the super-DA. Communication and cooperation among DAs result in interdependencies that can be modeled by specific relationship types showing up as additional edges in the DA hierarchy graph (cf. Fig. 3). In the following, we introduce these relationship types sketching their semantics and inherent integrity constraints by which the observance of special communication protocols can be forced.

The delegation relationship is fundamental for modeling cooperative design processes as shown in the previous section. We take up this relationship type again because it constitutes not only a way of ordering but also a way of communication between a super-DA and a created sub-DA. Both are DAs with the characteristics described above. Remember, a DA may create an arbitrary number of sub-DAs (operation \textit{Create\_Sub\_DA}), as long as it is appropriate to reach its own design goal. When creating a sub-DA, the super-DA has to formulate the goal specification for the sub-DA, whose successful termination is the precondition for the termination of the super-DA. The super-DA keeps all the rights of the creator, i.e. it is able to terminate a sub-DA or to modify its specification (operations \textit{Terminate\_Sub\_DA} and \textit{Modify\_Sub\_DA\_Specification}). Such reformulations are typical in design applications. The sub-DA, on the other side, is only allowed to concretize its own specification by addition of new features or by further restriction of existing features. As soon as a sub-DA completes its work by reaching one or more fully-qualified DOVs, it has to send a message to the super-DA showing up a final state w.r.t the actual specification (operation \textit{Sub\_DA\_Ready\_To\_Commit}). The sub-DA may not terminate without the agreement of the super-DA for the following reasons. It may be possible that the super-DA wants to modify the sub-DA’s specification in such a way that it would be appropriate for the sub-DA to keep the prevailing results (derivation graph) as a basis for deriving new DOVs on the way to reach the new goal. If the modification of the sub-DA’s spec-
Modifications of a DA specification can also be the result of (cooperative) negotiations between DAs. This leads us to the second relevant relationship type which we call cooperation. We only allow cooperative relations between the sub-DAs of the same super-DA, because (see above) the sub-DAs contribute to the accomplishment of only their super-DA's design goal. The operation Create_Cooperation_Relationship connects two DAs via cooperation relationship. Using this operation a DA may establish communication with a DA of the same super-DA. The subject of this cooperation are the sub-DAs' specifications which may be changed due to negotiation. During this negotiation process one side may propose further refinements of the design specification and the other side may agree to or disagree with these proposals (operations Propose, Agree/Disagree). Recall, that cooperation is sometimes necessary for sub-DAs (of the same super-DA), because in many cases their initial specifications are not constrained in such a way that their results constitute a solution for the super-DA. If two cooperating sub-DAs are not able to reach an agreement, the super-DA has to be informed (operation Sub_DAs_Specification_Conflict) and has to resolve this conflict. A detailed discussion of this cooperation model is described in [HKS92].

Besides the cooperation via design specification, the coordinated exchange of preliminary results of DAs is necessary. We model this data exchange by the relationship type usage. A requesting DA may ask a supporting DA which must not be a predecessor in the DA hierarchy for a DOV with a certain feature set satisfied (operation Require). This set of features defines the quality needed for the DOV in order to fit into the design of the requesting DA. Precondition for requiring a DOV is that the requesting DA knows about the design specification of the supporting DA and the possibility that the requested information may help the requesting DA to reach its goal. From the view of the supporting DA the delivered DOV must not be a fully-qualified one. DAs which are not connected by a usage relationship may not exchange data. A DOV becomes only visible along usage relationships if it was propagated by the according DA (operation Propagate). All propagated DOVs have a certain quality state determined by the operation Evaluate. This allows a DA control over which of its DOVs become visible to other DAs.

The usage relationship type leads us to the task of the cooperation manager as an important component in the architecture of a design environment, which is responsible for the correct realization of the design methodology. It is on it to manage usage relationships and to inform requesting DAs whenever DOVs with the required quality state or even a higher quality state are propagated by supporting DAs. Furthermore, it has to manage the DA hierarchy and to enforce the communication protocols and the Integrity constraints according to the relationships set.

4. Failure Handling

It should be noted here, that our approach in contrast to other investigations concerning communication and cooperation primitives, does not agree with the original concept of transactions. The original concept implies that transactions are atomic, can be processed quickly and alter a small amount of data (ACID-paradigm, Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability). At the DA-hierarchy level, the ACID concept is not adequate in the design environment. Atomicity and Isolation are in some sense contrary to the requirements of design applications, e.g. long duration of processing and teamwork (i.e. communication and cooperation). Design Activities may be recovered using the powerful operations of the version manager [KS92]. This allows users the capability to have some control in the recovery process in the case of a system crash. Not only traditional
failure classes but also application dependent errors (i.e. a DOP execution did not lead to the expected quality state) may be adjusted by choosing arbitrary nodes (DOVs) in the derivation graph for starting point of new derivations. DOPs are able to be isolated and have three states: not started, active and complete. The internal structure of DOPs are saved using checkpoints which safeguards against a system crash.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

By means of the concepts mentioned in this paper, we are able to express certain design methodologies. While DAs, the delegation relationships and DOPs mainly serve for the structuring of the design process in the form of a task hierarchy, the relationship types cooperation and usage define ways for controlled communication between designers (i.e. among DAs). Though DAs may become dependent from each other, they can be performed in parallel. Within a DA, there are facilities available to explicitly control the organization and processing of DOPs, i.e. tool executions.

Now we are able to summarize the characteristics of the different design activities as mentioned in the motivation of this paper. DOPs are atomic, proceed isolated and the DOVs created are stored persistently in the integrated data repository. DOPs have an internal structure given by adequate save/restore mechanisms. In contrast to the DOPs DAs are neither atomic nor isolated, because a controlled cooperation and communication is supported. A DA may be internally structured by a DOP execution plan. The DOVs created in the scope of a DA are connected via derivation relationships documenting the flow of design. Furthermore, application specific quality states can be assigned to DOVs. This is the basis for adequate data exchange between DAs. The explicit way of handling design specifications constitutes a new notion of consistency in the area of database systems for advanced applications.

Due to space limitations we could not give a detailed description of the architecture of our data-integrated design environment and a validation of the described concepts by showing application examples. Up to now, we have investigated the areas of software engineering and vlsi design. The topics of our future work are the facilities for definition and evaluation of design specifications and the definition of DOP execution plans.
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